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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Enables Sensorimotor Integration for Prosthetic Hand Dexterity 
 
Hand amputation is a devastating feeling for amputees, and it is lifestyle changing since it is challenging to perform the basic life activities with 
amputation. Hand amputation means interrupting the closed loop between sensory feedback and motor control. The absence of sensory feedback 
requires a significant cognitive effort from the amputee to perform basic daily activities with prosthetic hand. Loss of tactile sensations is a major 
roadblock preventing amputees from multitasking or using the full dexterity of their prosthetic hands. One of the most significant features lacking 
from commercial prosthetic hands is sensory feedback, according to amputees. Many amputees abandoned their prosthetic devices due to the lack 
of tactile feedback. In the field of prosthetics, restoring sensory feedback is the most challenging task due to the complexity of integration between 
the prosthetic and the peripheral nervous system. A prosthetic hand with sensory feedback that imitates the intact hand would improve the lives of 
millions of amputees worldwide by inducing the prosthetic hand to be a part of the body image and significant impact the control of the prosthetic.  
To restore the sensory feedback and improve the dexterity for upper limb amputee, multiple components needed to be integrated together to 
provide the sensory feedback. Tactile sensors are the first components that needed to be integrated into the sensorimotor loop. In this research two 
tactile sensors were integrated in the sensory feedback loop. The first tactile sensor is BioTac which is a commercially available sensor. The first novel 
contribution with BioTac is the development of an ANN classifier to detect the direction a grasped object slips in a dexterous robotic hand in real 
time, and the second novel aspect of this study is the use of slip direction detection for adaptive robotic grasp reflexes. The second tactile sensor is 
the liquid metal sensor (LMS), this sensor was developed entirely in our lab (BioRobotics lab). The novel contribution for LMS is to detect and prevent 
slip in real time application, and to recognize different surface features and different sliding speeds.  
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The second components integrated into sensory feedback loop is the soft actuator haptic feedback armband, which was used to inform the amputee 
about the applied grip forces and of a dexterous artificial hand. The goal of the bimodal haptic armband is to convey both low-frequency pressure 
changes and high-frequency vibrations from a dexterous robotic hand to a human's upper arm, to guide the control of the artificial limb.  
Controlling the artificial hand effectively through surface EMG electrodes while haptic feedback is activated was the third component that needed 
to be integrated into the sensorimotor loop. The main goals of this research are to investigate the ability to integrate multiple channels of haptic 
feedback into the motor control strategies to perform a complex simultaneous object grasp control task and to simultaneously control the grip forces 
applied to two different objects grasped at the same time with an artificial limb. Exploring the potential for time savings in a simultaneous object 
transportation experiment compared to a one-at-a-time approach. This research presents a novel experiment demonstrating the first time that 
people have used surface EMG to proportionally control the grip forces applied to two objects simultaneously during object transportation with a 
dexterous artificial hand. People can integrate multiple channels of haptic feedback into their dexterous artificial hand control strategies to grasp 
and transport two objects simultaneously, without breaking or dropping them, even when they were unable to see the objects. Slip detection and 
prevention on multiple channels through vibrotactile stimulator feedback was also investigated. Amputees were able to integrate the sensory 
feedback into their motor control strategies to improve object manipulation tasks (sensorimotor integration).  
 
Finally, we explored the integration process between biological neural networks cultured in multichannel microelectrode arrays (MEA) with an 
artificial prosthetic hand. A novel noninvasive neuroprosthetic research platform was developed to offer well-controlled experimental opportunities 
with biological neurons that can electrically communicate bidirectionally with a dexterous artificial hand. Our novel noninvasive neuroprosthetic 
platform was used to investigate the relation between the neural dynamics and the haptic restoration and the ability to improve the control of an 
artificial hand. Our results shows that the method of encoding the tactile information impacted the dynamic behavior of the neurons cultured in the 
MEA and that impacted the closed-loop behavior of a dexterous robotic hand. 
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